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SPECIAL SECTION: Measuring Safety and Performance in Human–Automation Systems:
Theories, Metrics, and Practice

A Framework to Guide the Assessment of
Human–Machine Systems
Kimberly Stowers, James Oglesby, University of Central Florida, Orlando,
Shirley Sonesh, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, Kevin Leyva,
Riptide Software, Orlando, Florida, Chelsea Iwig, and Eduardo Salas, Rice
University, Houston, TX
Objective: We have developed a framework for
guiding measurement in human–machine systems.
Background: The assessment of safety and performance in human–machine systems often relies on
direct measurement, such as tracking reaction time and
accidents. However, safety and performance emerge
from the combination of several variables. The assessment of precursors to safety and performance are thus
an important part of predicting and improving outcomes in human–machine systems.
Method: As part of an in-depth literature analysis
involving peer-reviewed, empirical articles, we located
and classified variables important to human–machine
systems, giving a snapshot of the state of science on
human–machine system safety and performance. Using
this information, we created a framework of safety and
performance in human–machine systems.
Results: This framework details several inputs and
processes that collectively influence safety and performance. Inputs are divided according to human, machine,
and environmental inputs. Processes are divided into
attitudes, behaviors, and cognitive variables. Each class
of inputs influences the processes and, subsequently,
outcomes that emerge in human–machine systems.
Conclusion: This framework offers a useful starting
point for understanding the current state of the science
and measuring many of the complex variables relating to
safety and performance in human-machine systems.
Application: This framework can be applied to
the design, development, and implementation of automated machines in spaceflight, military, and health care
settings. We present a hypothetical example in our
write-up of how it can be used to aid in project success.
Keywords: human–machine interaction, human–
robot interaction, human–computer interaction, performance, safety
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Introduction

Tim is an aerospace engineer at Ad Astra
Engineering Corp (AAEC) involved in the
development of robotic systems for future longdistance and long-duration exploration missions
to Mars. He and his colleagues have developed
an initial prototype for a new teleoperated robot,
and based on his tests, the prototype seems to
work perfectly. Tim has been told by his superiors that he must thoroughly evaluate the robot’s
safety and performance using appropriate measurement techniques. However, Tim is new at
AAEC and he has never formally assessed the
safety and performance of one of his machines.
Not knowing where to begin, he conducts a
quick online search but is overwhelmed with the
results. Some researchers measure user-centered
variables, such as situation awareness (SA)
and cognitive workload (Kaber, Perry, Segall,
McClernon, & Prinzel, 2006; Parasuraman,
Cosenzo, & De Visser, 2009), yet other studies
measure machine outputs, such as error rates
and scores (Glas, Kanda, Ishiguro, & Hagita,
2012; Prinzel, Freeman, Scerbo, Mikulka, &
Pope, 2000).
Feeling pressured to get the evaluations done
quickly, Tim decides to stick with just measuring error rates by recording the number of mistakes made while retrieving an object. After
Tim’s assessment, AAEC deploys the robot, and
astronauts begin training with it for future missions. However, it immediately becomes clear
that the astronauts have difficulty interacting
with and using the robot. Astronauts have so
much trouble teleoperating the robot that robot
collisions with obstacles are common, often
resulting in necessary repairs. AAEC eventually
ends the project altogether, and Tim’s first major
project as an AAEC aerospace engineer is considered a complete failure.
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This example may seem dramatic, but it is not
an uncommon occurrence. Frequently, machines
in all domains, not just in the spaceflight domain,
are carefully designed according to established
requirements but are not properly evaluated for
performance and safety because of a variety of
misconceptions, including the one mentioned in
this scenario—if the designer can use it, anyone
should be able to use it. Often these assumptions
lead to inadequate evaluation of the machines,
which in turn results in machines that cannot be
operated safely or at peak efficiency by the
intended operators. Oversight of adequate testing for something as simple as an on-off switch
for a vehicle could cause death, as evidenced in
several modern cases where keyless cars have
been left on by mistake due to lack of indication
that they were on. In many cases, this mistake
has resulted in carbon monoxide poisoning
(McCoppin & Berger, 2015). As convenient as
these vehicles are, they are quiet and typically
come with no indicators of being left on when
occupants exit the vehicle—this danger has
been clearly overlooked in the design of such
vehicles.
Research from several domains, including
aerospace, has highlighted challenges in implementing human–machine systems—especially as
machines have become increasingly automated—
because these partnerships can elicit risky conditions leading to negative consequences (e.g., Endsley & Kaber, 1999; Lee & See, 2004; Parasuraman & Manzey, 2010; Parasuraman, Sheridan, &
Wickens, 2000). For example, human–machine
interaction shortcomings were described as contributing to the collision of Progress 234 with the
Mir space station (Billman, Feary, & RochlisZumbado, 2011; Ellis, 2000). Therefore, it is
important for system designers, operators, and key
personnel to assess the safety and performance of
these machines to optimize their functioning in the
work environment. This concern includes the need
to establish criteria for valid and reliable measurement of safety and performance in human–
machine systems. However, in addition to directly
examining safety and performance in human–
machine systems, we must also consider and
assess the factors influencing safety and performance. The first step to measurement is determining what needs to be measured, which is precisely
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what we aim to show here. We will do so by highlighting categories of factors that should be considered for assessment in human–machine systems as well as indicating relationships that may
exist between these categories.
So, what needs to be measured? Although it is
easy to say “SA affects performance” or “workload affects safety,” it is often much more difficult
to see the larger picture: that these variables and
many others converge to affect both safety and
performance. Thus, in order to identify relevant
factors influencing safety and performance that
should be measured, we have created a guiding
framework that considers how various human,
machine, and contextual inputs, as well as human
states and processes, intricately relate to safety and
performance. The framework developed here
highlights key areas of consideration for assessment in human–machine systems. Although other
frameworks for the measurement of human–
machine systems exist (Olsen & Goodrich, 2003;
Pina, Cummings, Crandall, & Della Penna, 2008;
Steinfeld et al., 2006), several limitations should
be noted. For example, although some frameworks provide valuable information about the
measurement of several human–machine system
constructs (Steinfeld et al., 2006), they do not take
into account the existence of precursors to the
interaction itself. For example, without taking into
account biases that humans bring to the interaction, engineers may create systems that humans do
not want or understand how to use.
In other frameworks that do take into account
the existence of precursors (Pina et al., 2008),
the complexity of relationships between variables being measured is not adequately considered. Without considering how various inputs
converge in human–machine interaction, one
may misunderstand the full process by which a
safety breakdown may occur and thus may miss
an indicator of failure. The proposed framework
is unique in that we consider not only necessary
precursors but also the complexity of their interaction in affecting safety and performance. The
framework allows researchers and practitioners
to examine human–machine systems with a
level of granularity that makes it easier to identify indicators of system failure while also
increasing the likelihood of success of machine
design for future human–machine systems.
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Figure 1. Framework of factors affecting safety and performance in human–machine
systems.

We aim to add to the existing body of knowledge by considering measurable factors that
empirical and theoretical research suggests may
affect safety and performance in human–
machine systems. As such, we have attempted to
build our framework to encompass the full state
of the science of human–machine systems. The
state of the science, as it currently stands,
includes a large focus on automation and autonomy. As such, many of the variables and relationships identified in this framework are most
readily applied to systems that include automated and autonomous machines. Next, we
explore the proposed framework in detail by
first discussing its underpinnings followed by a
description of each of the components of the
framework. In order to maintain necessary brevity and focus on the outcomes of interest, we
will go into detail only about precursors that the
literature finds to be most widely associated
with performance and safety outcomes. Finally,

we will discuss practical implications and limitations of the framework.
Framework Overview

Figure 1 presents a framework explicating facets of modern human–machine systems
that should be considered for measurement—
particularly in relation to the interaction of a
single human and one or multiple machines
in such systems. This framework identifies
and presents several constructs as they relate
to two key outcomes of interest: safety and
performance. We identified and used these
constructs as part of an in-depth qualitative
review (Oglesby, Iwig, Stowers, Sonesh, Leyva,
& Salas, 2017). Only peer-reviewed, empirical
articles were included in the analysis. We categorized each article by which variables were
examined experimentally, giving a snapshot of
the state of science on variables of consideration in human–machine systems. The results
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subsequently affirmed the variables chosen in
our final framework.
As can be seen in the figure, inputs to human–
machine systems have been divided into three
categories: human, machine, and contextual.
Human processes and states link these inputs to
the key outcomes and are divided into attitudinal, behavioral, and cognitive variables. For the
purpose of this framework, which is meant to
inform each near-term interaction between single operators and machines, safety and performance outcomes are reached through a combination of these aforementioned inputs, processes, and states. This framework is not meant
to convey all of the ways in which safety and
performance may be affected by specific variables, nor is it meant to convey every single
variable that can affect these outcomes. Instead,
it serves as a high-level snapshot of the state of
the science, which typically examines human–
machine interaction as being somewhat represented by input–process–outcome patterns.
As we describe the key components of the
human–machine system framework throughout
this article, we will be detailing the framework
backward, starting with outcomes and working
toward inputs. By doing so, we can keep the end
goals of human–machine systems in mind while
exploring various antecedents to such intended
outcomes. Specifically, we first explore the outcomes that effective human–machine systems
must achieve (i.e., safety and performance).
Second, we describe human attitudinal, behavioral, and cognitive variables that serve to facilitate the achievement of these outcomes. Last, we
specify three broad classes of inputs (i.e., human,
machine, and contextual) that serve to directly
affect human states and processes. We include
brief discussions on the importance of key facets
of human–machine interaction in obtaining optimal outcomes. Although this framework, for the
sake of simplicity, necessarily focuses on the
most salient and well-supported variables that
have emerged in the literature, we do our best to
call attention to additional variables of interest
that deserve more research. As such, gaps in this
framework should be considered as areas in the
state of the science that can be improved upon or
examined further.
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As previously discussed, the framework presented in this paper explores two primary outcomes that are important to consider in human–
machine systems: safety and performance. In
the following paragraphs, we define these variables and discuss their position as the anchor of
our framework. In-depth exploration of these
variables can aid in the selection of appropriate
metrics for human–machine systems, especially
when one considers their position in relation to
the inputs, states, and processes that ultimately
precede them in human–machine interaction.
For example, an in-depth understanding of
safety requirements and risks can help one
decide if safety should be measured directly
(e.g., by counting collisions and near misses) or
indirectly (e.g., by measuring identified precursors that may be linked to safety breaches).
Safety

It is critical to understand how one can prevent accidents, errors, and injuries in human–
machine systems. To do so, one must first
operationalize safety in the context of human–
machine systems. Safety can be operationalized
as the lack of catastrophic accidents or other
negative incidents (Mustafiz, Sun, Kienzle, &
Vangheluwe, 2008), with the level of safety
decreasing as the accident rate increases. We
further characterize safety as performance (e.g.,
successful completion of tasks) and efficiency
(e.g., timeliness) in safety-critical environments.
That is, if optimizing safety is a goal of a system, then performance relating to that goal may
be considered a measurement of safety itself.
For example, performance in air traffic control
involves, in part, the need to maintain appropriate spacing between aircraft guided to land. This
performance goal is also safety critical, making
it a characteristic of safety in this context.
Safety is paramount in exploration of isolated,
confined, and extreme environments; in fact, it is
non-negotiable. For example, although human
space flight is known to be inherently risky, without ensuring that astronauts and the vehicles and
systems they use are as safe as reasonably possible, safe exploration is not possible. As such, the
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) institutes extremely rigorous requirements for rating spacecraft standards of safety
(NASA, 2016). However, despite the best and
brightest minds coming together to proactively
identify and prevent every possible failure, hazard, or risk, there have still been tragic accidents
(e.g., Apollo 1 in 1967, space shuttle Challenger in
1986, space shuttle Columbia in 2003).
So what else can be done to ensure safety
within human spaceflight? Human factors psychology has long been invested in studying how
to maximize machine safety (Billings, 1997;
Hoc & Amalberti, 2007; Morel, Amalberti, &
Chauvin, 2008; D. Woods, 2010; D. Woods,
Johannesen, Cook, & Sarter, 1994). Often the
answer is not only to maximize the automated
machine but to look to other elements as part of
a broader sociotechnical system. Relevant elements may include poor machine design, lack of
training, and misuse of the machines by the user.
Any number of these elements may combine
and lead to disastrous outcomes, illustrating that
safety is often not in the control of just one element of a human–machine system (Reason,
1990). It has thus been acknowledged that
the organizations, subteams, designers, and
operators meant to advance, improve, and regulate system safety often contribute to system
breakdowns and potentially deadly accidents
(Dekker, 2004). Theoretical and applied research
on these topics has led to initiatives such as
resilience engineering, or the design of systems to perform in a resilient manner that
improves safety outcomes (Hollnagel, Woods,
& Leveson, 2007).
One approach to improving safety lies in the
identification of hazards and risks that may have
been ignored due to being perceived as insignificant. NASA uses this approach in its accident precursor analysis to identify and analyze
errors in the system before they become accidents (NASA, 2011). This robust analysis offers
a starting point from which to consider other
measures of safety. In addition to identifying
errors in this manner, it is also prudent to take
into account variables stemming from the
human, machine, and environment that may predict or affect safety. Many of these variables
may influence safety or aid in the avoidance of a
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safety breach. With the present framework we
consider multiple inputs, processes, and states
that may contribute to safety in human–machine
systems.
Performance

We operationalize performance in this framework as the successful completion of goals
and subgoals in human–machine systems. A
conspicuous goal in human–machine systems is
to achieve a level of performance beyond what
a human can achieve alone. Today’s goal of
placing humans on Mars by the 2030s (Daines,
2015) is achievable only through such systems.
Only through the combination of highly complex automated machines and human inputs of
engineers, astronauts, and human operators can
this lofty goal be achieved. However, this goal,
most likely the most challenging mission undertaken by man, can be achieved only by ensuring
that each subgoal and task that human–machine
systems are meant to achieve are in fact successful. A high level of performance for many
activities and tasks that serve as stepping stones
to achieving the larger goal of reaching Mars, or
any human–machine system goal for that matter, is critical.
Performance can also be more specifically
explored in terms of efficiency, or the successful
completion of a task with minimal time and
effort spent by the human–machine system. By
this definition, a successfully performed task is
efficient only if completed in a timely manner
and within desired limits of effort. Efficiency
can be assessed by evaluating the time and effort
spent by the human or the machine apart from
the overall system (Pina et al., 2008).
It is important to recognize that our general
definition of performance is contingent upon the
goals themselves as well as inputs, processes,
and human states that may affect performance
concerning those goals. Furthermore, several
factors may influence the efficiency of human–
machine systems. It is thus important to consider
the variables that interact to affect performance.
This framework aims to show variables that
affect performance both directly and indirectly
by discussing three classes of human states and
processes as well as three classes of inputs that
influence performance.
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Human Processes and States

Human error is not random. It results from
basic human mental abilities and physical skills combined with the features of
the tools being used, the tasks assigned,
and the operating environment. (Leveson,
2011, p. 273)
In our human–machine system framework,
human states refers to cognitive, motivational, and
affective components (Marks, Mathieu, & Zaccaro, 2001). Human processes, on the other hand,
is defined as actions that convert inputs to outcomes through cognitive or behavioral activities
(Marks et al., 2001). Human processes and states
not only influence the outcomes of safety and performance but also can be affected by other preexisting factors. Thus, measurement of these variables is highly informative and necessary to
achieve successful human–machine interaction.
On the basis of information in the human–
machine interaction literature, we break down
human processes and states into attitudes, behaviors, and cognitions, where attitudes represent
what the user feels, behaviors represent what the
user does, and cognitions represent how the user
thinks. This particular breakdown of variables is
based on two assumptions regarding how
humans interact with their surroundings. First,
individuals’ behaviors are based on preexisting
attitudes (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Householder
& Greene, 2003). Second, human cognition is
separate from, and additionally influences, the
ability to have intelligent behavior (Aizawa,
2015; Rupert, 2013). These three considerations
are often ignored by system designers. However,
these three attributes are great contributors to the
likelihood that the human–machine system will
succeed or fail. As such, it is essential for attitudes, behaviors, and cognitions to be continuously monitored and quantified, as they provide
great insight into how to improve or design more
usable, safe, and efficient systems.
As discussed next, a primary attitude that has
been found to affect human–machine systems is
human trust in automation. Salient behaviors
include reliance, monitoring, and interaction
with automation. Cognitive variables include
constructs such as SA and cognitive workload.
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All of these have been identified as antecedents
of human–machine performance and safety.
Assessment of all of these factors can provide a
proactive way to anticipate safety and performance breaches before they happen. Thus, a
detailed exploration of these factors offers a
critical first step in understanding their role in
human–machine systems as well as the necessity of their measurement.
Attitudes

In this framework we explore trust as the
focal attitude prevalent in human–machine systems. Traditionally, trust has been explored at
the intersection of complex human interactions
(Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). Trust also
occurs at the intersection of human, machine,
and contextual inputs and involves the belief
of helpfulness of both the machine and other
team members in the human–machine system.
According to this definition, the operator experiences trust in the machine when he or she
believes it will help him or her achieve a task
goal. Trust in human–machine systems can
also be conceptualized as the belief that agents,
either automated or human, will help the human
in uncertain situations (Lee & See, 2004). Trust
has been identified as a key contributor to acceptance in many machines and the conviction with
which human operators will make decisions
based on information presented by the machine
(Hancock et al., 2011). This construct becomes
increasingly important as new machines are
introduced. For example, the success of systems
involving automated cars, which are becoming
increasingly popular today (Meister, 2015),
will rely heavily on operator trust. On the other
hand, it is also important to consider that societal adaptation to the use of machines, including through training and even simple exposure
to machines, can create learning effects that
may improve human understanding and use of
machines, subsequently influencing trust.
Trust is typically influenced by the reliability
(discussed later; de Visser & Parasuraman,
2011), validity (de Vries, Midden, & Bouwhuis,
2003), and timeliness (Abe & Richardson, 2005)
of the machine. Individual differences, such as
age and culture, also play a role in trust (Ho,
Wheatley, & Scialfa, 2005; Rau, Li, & Li, 2009).
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When the user trusts the machine, the user may
expect higher machine reliability and fewer
errors (Dzindolet, Peterson, Pomranky, Pierce,
& Beck, 2003). It is therefore important for these
expectations to be upheld in order to maintain
user trust. It is also important to ensure that trust
is not so high as to induce user overreliance and
complacency (Lee & See, 2004; discussed in the
next section).
To this end, it is important to consider the calibration of trust in human–machine systems so that
safety and performance are optimized. The goal of
trust calibration is for users of machines to learn
an appropriate level of trust based on the performance of the automated machines with which
they are interacting (McBride & Morgan, 2010).
Appropriately calibrated trust can lead to appropriate reliance on machines (discussed next),
thereby enhancing safety and performance or, at
the very least, preventing disasters (Gao & Lee,
2006).
Behaviors

Reliance, monitoring, and interaction with
automation are closely related behaviors. They
also build off trust, which is expected if one
considers that people’s attitudes often direct
their behavior. Each of these behaviors is an
important variable affecting safety in human–
machine systems, as they can significantly
affect an operator’s ability to appropriately react
in safety-critical environments. We begin with
a discussion of reliance and characterize monitoring and interaction with automation as they
relate to reliance.
Reliance can be defined as the level of dependence on automation (Wood, 2004). Whereas
trust is considered to be an attitude toward an
automated machine, reliance is a behavior (Lee
& See, 2004). Although trust often influences
reliance (Merritt, Huber, LaChapell-Unnerstall,
& Lee, 2014), these two variables are not mutually inclusive. For instance, a person can trust
that a machine will complete a task but not rely
on it to do so. In contrast, a human may not trust
the machine but feel forced to rely on it due to
other circumstances, such as high workload.
Too much reliance can lead humans to not
use automated machines as intended—this effect
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has also been characterized as “improper use,”
which may come in the form of automation disuse, misuse, or abuse (see Dzindolet, Pierce,
Beck, & Dawe, 1999; Parasuraman & Riley,
1997). Overreliance can also lead to complacency, which is defined as the wrongful assumption that the machine is functioning correctly
resulting in a lack of vigilance (Billings et al.,
1976, as cited in Parasuraman & Manzey, 2010).
Complacency results in lack of monitoring or
paying attention to the automated machine
(Sheridan & Parasuraman, 2005) and, subsequently, loss of overall SA (Endsley, 1996).
Decrements in monitoring and SA elevate the
risk that operators will fail to detect and manage
machine failures that arise in a timely manner,
thus increasing the potential for negative safety
outcomes (Bahner, Hüper, & Manzey, 2008).
Underreliance on automated machines can have
an equally negative effect. For example, frequent false alarms in various machines can cause
users to ignore critical indicators, causing accidents to occur (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997).
Similar to trust, a lot of thought has gone into
the question of how much reliance is enough,
and how much is too much, for optimizing safety
and performance in human–machine systems.
Due to safety concerns with the extremes of reliance, it is recommended that reliance on automated machines be kept at a moderate level,
thereby allowing users to trust the machines at
an appropriate level for detecting errors while
enhancing performance, consistent with the trust
calibration research presented earlier. The
importance of maintaining appropriate levels of
these factors underlines the necessity of their
measurement, making them key points of consideration in the overall assessment of human–
machine systems.
Cognitive Variables

Many cognitive variables have emerged as
being important for human–machine system
and should be considered integral to the study of
human–machine systems. However, it can often
be unclear where these highly complex factors
exist on the continuum of physical, affective,
and cognitive states. Furthermore, their relevance is often only appreciated in prolonged
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interaction with machines or intense environments. Other factors such as SA and cognitive
workload have been directly operationalized as
cognitive variables that arise in a high variety of
contexts and have thus emerged as clear cognitive indicators of performance and safety across
many different types of human–machine systems.
We cover these factors as primary variables in
our framework, as there is an overabundance of
research supporting the need for their assessment
(Kaber et al., 2006; Parasuraman et al., 2009;
Sauer, Nickel, & Wastell, 2013). Yet, we still urge
researchers to consider other relevant factors that
may emerge in specific situations but that are not
part of the scope of this framework.
SA is defined as the perception of one’s surroundings, the comprehension of their meaning,
and ability to predict their future states (Endsley,
1988). SA is thus characterized as existing in three
levels: perception, comprehension, and projection
(i.e., projection of future states based on current
knowledge; Endsley, 2000). SA is an important
mediator of performance for both individuals and
teams (Endsley, 2000; Salas, Prince, Baker, &
Shrestha, 1995) and plays a pivotal role in understanding performance outcomes in human–
machine system contexts. According to Endsley
(1996), losses in SA result in human out-of-theloop performance. In other words, degraded performance is linked to the operator lacking control,
appropriate skill, or full awareness of the machine’s
automation (Endsley, 1995). To illustrate, Endsley
and Kiris (1995) reported that participants in manual conditions developed a more complete understanding of the system state than those in fully
automated conditions and in turn exhibited higher
performance.
Similar studies have echoed the positive relation between SA and performance in human–
machine system contexts. Endsley and Kaber
(1999), for example, demonstrated higher
human–machine system performance when a
human is introduced to automation at the implementation of a process, thereby increasing SA
and keeping the human in the loop. They also
suggested that reduced opportunities to control
the machine would result in inefficient performance and reduced success with failure recovery (Kaber & Endsley, 1997). Such reductions in
performance due to lack of control or interaction
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with the machine, essentially known as skill
decay (Arthur & Bennett, 1998), can negatively
affect safety, especially when faced with timesensitive, safety-critical tasks. These findings
are especially relevant for human–machine system safety and performance, as automated
machines require that operators ascribe meaning
to them to detect and predict potential problems.
Cognitive workload is also an important predictor of human–machine system safety and performance (Langan-Fox, Canty, & Sankey, 2009).
Conceptualized as the relationship between
resources demanded by a task and resources
available to the operator to complete the task
(Parasuraman, Sheridan & Wickens, 2008), cognitive workload is supposed to be reduced by
automated machines. However, Miller and Parasuraman (2007) noted that both low and high
levels of automation can place workload burdens on the operator. For instance, machines
may require high involvement from the operator, and the operator may react by not using the
machine at all or engaging in adaptive strategies, such as attending to another task. In fact,
task adaptive strategies during periods of high
cognitive workload may be an important indicator of cognitive overload in an operator (Kirlik,
1993; Parasuraman & Hancock, 2008), thus
highlighting the important connection between
cognitive workload and behavioral interaction
with machines.
The amount of cognitive workload experienced by an operator is affected by many things,
including the level of automation (LOA) of the
machine (see Machine Inputs section) and
task(s) they are required to execute (see Contextual Inputs section). Additionally—in line with
cognitive workload theory—environmental context, including task operations and individual
differences, act as primary sources of stress
(Conway, Szalma, & Hancock, 2007; Hancock,
Ross, & Szalma, 2007) influencing workload
(Hancock & Warm, 1989). Operators who experience sustained periods of high cognitive workload may be less effective at responding effectively to future adverse events (Parasuraman
et al., 2008), thereby threatening safety. Likewise,
operators who experience sustained periods of
exceptionally low workload, or underload, may
also become so bored or distracted that they fail
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to respond effectively to changing events, a concern of particular interest to long-term missions,
particularly, NASA’s planned trip to Mars
(Oglesby & Salas, 2012). By using sound measures, practitioners can determine what levels of
workload are acceptable for a task without compromising the safety or performance of the overall system.
Inputs

According to the proposed framework, three
categories of inputs affect human–machine systems: (1) human inputs, or factors initiated
and changed by the human operator(s) in the
system; (2) machine inputs, or factors initiated
and changed by the machine itself; and (3)
contextual inputs, or factors external to human
and machine control. These three categories
are adapted from Hancock and colleagues’
(2011) categories affecting trust development
in human–robot interaction. We argue that these
categories affect more than trust development;
they also interact to affect all human processes
and states that lead to safety and performance.
Their measurement is critical to the design
of human–machine systems, including team
member selection and machine interface design.
Understanding how these factors influence
human–machine systems offers an important
first step in the selection of metrics and guidelines, which will guide the design of human–
machine systems.
Human Inputs

Virtually all systems contain humans,
but engineers are often not taught much
about human factors and draw convenient
boundaries around the technical components, focusing their attention inside these
artificial boundaries. (Leveson, 2011,
p. 175)
Many human characteristics affect overall
human–machine systems. Two variables that are
not included in our framework, but that are important to note, include sex and age. Age, in particular, is a necessary consideration in the examination
of any technologically based system. We do not
include these variables here, as the impact of age

and sex on human–machine systems is still underresearched and evolving, making it difficult to
give specific recommendations for the optimization of safety and performance. However, we
encourage researchers to consider these variables
as needed in specific situations that warrant their
exploration.
We have combined and organized the most
thoroughly researched and impactful human
characteristics into the following variables
within our framework: cognitive competencies
and interpersonal traits. We discuss cognitive
competencies and interpersonal traits in detail
next, with a focus on propensity to trust and personality as key traits of consideration.
Cognitive competencies. Cognitive competencies encompass such characteristics as prior
experience, expertise, skill, spatial ability, and
working memory. We conceptualize prior experience in a broad way, including prior interactions with other machines, which may affect
interpersonal traits (discussed later). On the
other hand, expertise represents mastery in a
domain, whereas skills can be acquired and
improved. Skills may be defined as levels that
can fluctuate, whereas expertise is considered an
achieved state with more stable skills (Bril,
Rein, Nonaka, Wenban-Smith, & Dietrich,
2010). Skill and expertise can interact with other
inputs, thus leading to various processes and
outcomes. For example, skill decay (loss in skill
for manual control) can occur if the user is
highly reliant on an automated machine (Parasuraman et al., 2000). Additionally, expertise
and skill associated with interacting with
machines have been found to lead to a higher
detection of automation failures (Parasuraman
& Manzey, 2010), which is important for the
safety and performance of human–machine systems. As such, it is important to quantify these
skills, levels of expertise, and experience to
ensure that the operator is equipped and “ready”
to interact with the machine.
Spatial ability is a facet of intelligence composed of multiple abilities, such as recognition and
manipulation of objects in multiple dimensions
(Lathan & Tracey, 2002). Spatial ability has been
correlated with greater effectiveness and accuracy
in scanning for, detecting, and targeting objects in
a simulated robot operation task (Chen & Barnes,
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2012; Chen, Durlach, Sloan, & Bowens, 2008)
and may also predict speed at completing an
assigned robotic route (Chen et al., 2008; Lathan
& Tracey, 2002). Spatial ability is an important
skill for robotic teleoperation by astronauts and
can be improved by NASA robotics training (Liu,
Oman, Galvan, & Natapoff, 2013). Likewise,
working memory is important to human–machine
systems due to its relationship to workload (Steinfeld et al., 2006). All of this evidence indicates that
spatial ability and working memory are important
facets of an operator’s cognitive competencies
that influence processes and outcomes in human–
machine systems.
Interpersonal traits. Interpersonal traits are
individual differences in human tendencies that
guide behavior (Wiggins, 1979). They include
traits such as personality and propensity to trust.
The American Psychological Association (2016)
defines personality as individual differences in
thoughts, behaviors, and feelings. A user’s personality characteristics can affect the human–
machine system in a number of ways. Preexisting
personality characteristics of an operator may
affect a user’s performance when interacting
with machines, for example, by affecting how
the operator copes with workload demands
(Szalma & Taylor, 2011).
Personality may also affect processes involved
in human–machine interaction. For example, in a
detailed study examining individual differences in
interaction with automated machines, Szalma and
Taylor (2011) found that neuroticism impairs processes such as working memory and sustained
attention. They also found that someone high in
extraversion is typically able to perform a task that
has low reliability or LOA; yet this individual’s
performance would suffer with a highly reliable
system due to greater onset of complacency. Conscientious individuals are able to perform well in a
highly reliable system (Szalma & Taylor, 2011),
whereas agreeable individuals excel at determining the appropriate level of trust (Lee & See, 2004;
Szalma & Taylor, 2011). Finally, those high in
openness to experience are more likely to check
the automated machine for accuracy and less
likely to blindly trust that it is correct (Szalma &
Taylor, 2011). Given these findings, we can see
that individual personality differences may predict
interaction with machines and, by extension,
safety and performance.
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Propensity to trust, or the “general willingness to trust others” (Mayer et al., 1995, p. 715),
is an important individual difference that relates
to personality in that it does not change simply
as a result of a set of interactions with an automated machine. For example, propensity to trust
does not vary as a result of interacting with a
trustworthy machine or person. It is considered a
stable trait, whereas level of trust (as an attitude)
itself can change depending on the characteristics of the trusted party. Indeed, some consider
propensity to trust to be a personality trait, influenced by past experiences, that is subsequently
used in identifying similar situations in which to
apply or remove trust (Rotter, 1971). Researchers have found that individuals who have low
propensity to trust characterize a computer character as less credible compared with those with
higher propensity to trust (Cowell & Stanney,
2005). This perceived lack of credibility may
affect the user’s decision to rely on the machine,
thus influencing the user’s interaction with it
and, ultimately, the overall safety and performance of the human–machine system.
Machine Inputs

Identifying only operator error or sabotage
as the root cause of the accident ignores
most of the opportunities for the prevention of similar accidents in the future.
(Leveson, 2011, p. 28)
Machine inputs are traits of the machine that
can affect its interaction with humans. Such
traits can also affect both user decisions and how
the user interacts with the machine. The influence of machine inputs on human–machine
interaction is an important factor to consider in
machine design, making it a key tenet to our
framework. Although many machine characteristics may be considered, including size, anthropometry, and relationship to the user, we have
selected five characteristics that are most
impactful and have the most theoretical and
empirical support in the literature. These
machine characteristics are LOA, adaptiveness,
reliability, transparency, and usability. It is
already widely known that LOA and reliability
are important (see Parasuraman et al., 2000;
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Sheridan & Parasuraman, 2005). For example,
the LOA, or degree to which the machine can
complete tasks without human input, affects
how the human interacts with the machine (Parasuraman et al., 2000). Similarly, reliability, or
the consistency with which a machine completes
tasks, can lead to the success or failure of the
machine and the overall system (Sheridan &
Parasuraman, 2005). In the increasingly dynamic
and complex environments where human–
machine systems currently exist, adaptiveness
and transparency may become still more important yet. As such, we focus on these two variables here.
Adaptiveness. Adaptive automation (AA) is
the dynamic allocation of control to an operator
in order to increase overall system performance
(Kaber, Wright, Prinzel, & Clamann, 2005). AA
enables the operator to take control of the
machine whenever the need for operator input
arises (such as in a safety crisis). This characteristic is different from adaptability in that adaptiveness is machine controlled, whereas
adaptability is human controlled (Chou, Lai,
Chao, Lan, & Chen, 2015). More adaptive task
allocation can increase monitoring processes of
machines, potentially combating the threat of
overreliance and loss of SA in humans (Parasuraman, Mouloua, & Hilburn, 1999; Parasuraman, Mouloua, & Molloy, 1996). AA is also one
means for confronting the challenges associated
with balancing operator workload in human–
machine systems. This concept adds flexibility
to the automation, providing relief to the operator while keeping the operator in the loop.
Parasuraman and colleagues (1996) conducted a study with two different types of adaptive task allocation, a model-based framework
for task allocation (LOA changed based on
known models and did not vary by individual)
and a performance-based trigger for task allocation (LOA changed based on score criteria).
They found that the model-based technique was
able to transfer control from the machine to the
user and back to the machine to provide
enhanced detection. On the other hand, some
have advocated for considering the human state.
For example, Kaber and colleagues (2005) suggested a need to focus on the operator and what
stressors these adaptive automation pose in
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order to offer adaptive automation in a consistent, reliable manner.
Transparency. Transparency is the ability of
an interface to inform an operator of the intent,
reasoning, and future plans of a machine (Chen
et al., 2014) and can be broadly conceptualized
as levels of information communicated to the
user by the machine. This capability is important
because it can improve operator SA, whereas
lack of transparency can be detrimental to SA,
safety, and overall performance (Sarter, 1995).
For example, increased transparency can provide a means for the machine to let the operator
know what it is doing and why—in order to prevent the operator from unnecessarily overriding
actions out of uncertainty or distrust.
Communication from the machine can take the
form of visual or auditory feedback to alert the
user of changes or failures, configuration of displays to provide the user with current machine
state information, or any other communication of
information indicating the level of performance of
the machine at any given time. Assessing how the
machine provides information to the user is important, as factors such as modality and rate of communication to the user can influence safety. For
instance, the presence of haptic feedback is particularly effective in helping avoid collisions in
machine operation (Lee & Kim, 2008). At the
same time, the effectiveness of such transparency
in machines depends on its usability—that is, its
learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and
corresponding user satisfaction (Nielsen, 1994).
For example, although researchers recommend
that being transparent about uncertainty in the
machine can be beneficial and necessary (Endsley,
2011), some have also found that it can introduce
usability issues (Stowers et al., 2016), thereby
negating its potential benefits.
Contextual Inputs

Some factors affecting human–machine systems may be external, or contextual, in nature.
In this framework, we consider anything that is
not within the immediate control of a human or
machine a contextual factor. It is important to
take contextual inputs into consideration when
measuring human–machine systems because
they dictate the type of task being performed
as well as the constraints being imposed on
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the task. Because many contextual inputs are
specific to an environment or task and can vary
significantly, we limit this section to factors that
are important across several contexts and have
the most theoretical and empirical support in the
literature to influence humans’ interaction with
their surroundings.
Task variables. Multiple task variables may
affect performance and safety in human–machine
systems, including multitasking, task type, task
load, and task complexity. These variables may
affect human–machine systems by interacting
with other inputs to the system. For example, in a
multitasking environment, the user is required to
switch between tasks, which can decrease performance (Cullen, Rogers, & Fisk, 2013). The LOA
of the machine may interact with the multitasking
environment and determine how effective the user
is at multitasking. Similarly, multitasking in an
environment where the automation is not fully
reliable can increase the operator’s workload
(Cullen et al., 2013).
Task load, or the number of resources or
demands an operator has responsibility for, has
also been found to affect humans’ use of machines
through maladaptive workload and SA (Biros,
Daly, & Gunsch, 2004; Skitka, Mosier, & Burdick,
1999). Having a secondary task can result in
delayed response time when switching from
acceleration to braking in a moving vehicle (Donmez, Boyle, & Lee, 2007). High levels of demands,
such as having multiple robots, can lead to lapses
in detecting situations that may require the operator’s attention (Crandall, Cummings, Penna, & de
Jong, 2011). On the other hand, too few demands
can result in boredom and disengagement, which
can also contribute to decrements in monitoring
performance (D’Mello, Olney, Williams, & Hays,
2012). Both of these extremes can lead to safety
and performance threats.
Task complexity, a well-researched but often
unclear variable, has classically been investigated
as (a) the number of elements included in the task,
(b) the relationship between task elements, and (c)
the evolution of this relationship over time (W.
Woods, 1986). A more all-encompassing definition states that it is “the aggregation of any intrinsic task characteristic that influences the performance of a task” (Liu & Li, 2012, p. 559), with
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task characteristics of interest including the clarity, quantity, and diversity involved in the task
(for a comprehensive review, see Liu & Li,
2012). This definition holds fairly consistently
with classic human–machine interaction literature, which typically represents task complexity
as the mere number of displays being monitored
(e.g., Molloy & Parasuraman, 1996).
Especially in spaceflight, where tasks require
execution by individuals with high levels of
expertise and experience, task complexity is
highly relevant. Campbell (1988) suggested that
complex tasks may lead to an increase in information overload and information diversity. Furthermore, having options can complicate a task
when certain options lead to failure. Maynard
and Hakel (1997) suggest that in addition to the
actual complexity of that task, the perception of
its complexity affects performance, whereby the
more complex a task seems, the worse the performance will be.
Task complexity can also influence safety,
depending on the context of the situation and
other variables involved. For example, some
groups have found that more difficult and complex tasks result in more collisions (e.g., Boessenkool et al., 2013). On the other hand, another
study involving power plant operators showed
that interpersonal characteristics played a role in
the safety performance of workers in high-taskcomplexity conditions (Zhang, Ding, Li, & Wu,
2013). Taken together, these considerations beg
the need for accurate measurement of the complexity of the task so that performance and safety
countermeasures can be built in to moderateand high-complexity tasks.
Environment. Environmental factors are conceptualized as characteristics of the human–
machine system setting that are outside of the task,
meaning that they are not influenced by the task,
nor do they influence the task directly. Environmental factors are important to consider because,
although they do not directly affect the task, they
may have an impact on the operators’ ability to
complete the task. Specifically, environmental
stimuli may interact with human and machine
behavior, highlighting a need to consider environment in human–machine systems. Such stimuli
may include noise, temperature, and altitude and
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can affect the interaction between humans and
their tasks, making it difficult to maintain awareness (Sarter, Woods, & Billings, 1997). For example, an airplane cockpit may change modes when
a preset altitude is reached, without requiring
action by the user. Additionally, factors such as
noise have been shown to affect the LOA selected
(Sauer et al., 2013). Like noise that distracts the
user from the current task, other variables in the
environment can play a significant role in operator
task performance.
Discussion

The framework we have outlined here serves
as a tool for informing critical factors to measure
by illustrating connections between categories
of antecedents and outcomes that affect safety
and performance in human–machine systems.
By considering these factors and their relationships, one can take a multifaceted approach
to measuring and monitoring safety and performance. Specifically, instead of taking the
narrow approach of focusing only on the direct
measurement of safety and performance, this
framework can assist practitioners by encouraging a broader-spectrum approach to predict
safety and performance by measuring the factors that precede their outcomes. For example,
through the monitoring of factors discussed
herein, practitioners may be able to detect
degradations in performance. Where there are
degradations in performance, a correction or
calibration of one of the offending factors may
lead to a correction in performance. Safety can
be improved in a similar fashion.
Utilizing this framework when assessing
human–machine systems will likewise enable
designers to be more proactive in ensuring system success by using it as a predictive tactic for
determining design requirements in human–
machine systems. Specifically, designers may
benefit most from considering how the machine
inputs can be designed in such a way that they
interact with human and contextual inputs to
yield the best outcomes. For example, taking
user population and interpersonal differences
into account may help designers specify machine
transparency for optimal safety or performance.
In the scenario presented in the opening of
this paper, Tim was unsure how to evaluate the

safety and performance of the robot and incompletely assessed these outcomes, which in turn
led to the failure of the robot. Now let us imagine this scenario assuming that Tim has access to
the framework presented here and uses it to
guide his assessment of human–machine system
safety and performance. In using this framework, Tim begins to understand the connections
between human, machine, and contextual inputs
as well as their impact on outcomes of interest.
With this knowledge, he realizes that to assess
safety and performance of his teleoperated
robot, it is important that he manipulate environment and task variables during evaluation so
they match the operational conditions as closely
as possible. Additionally, he should assess the
robot’s adaptiveness and utility, the human’s SA
and cognitive workload when operating the
robot, and outcome variables—such as operator
satisfaction; errors, such as collisions or deviations from the preferred path; and task completion time. Now he has the information he needs
to begin accurately assessing the safety and performance of the robot. The results of these
assessments reveal specific areas that require
improvement, which Tim addresses in the second prototype. In the end, Tim and his team are
able to deliver a final prototype that the astronauts are able to safely and efficiently operate.
This example demonstrates the benefits of
applying the theoretical framework presented in
this paper toward developing guidelines and recommendations for measurement of human–
machine systems. Clearly, human–machine system safety and performance are contingent on a
variety of interrelated factors. We argue that it is
important to consider each of these factors during assessment. Such consideration has many
practical implications that can assist practitioners, designers, and machine users across many
contexts. It is through consideration of these factors that the design and measurement of human–
machine systems, as well as countermeasures to
combat safety and performance decrements in
such systems, can be improved.
Limitations and Next Steps

To keep this framework manageable and
verifiable, we have not included all possible factors that may affect human–machine systems or
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all possible relationships that may exist between
factors. However, we included the factors that
apply across most contexts in human–machine
systems and have the highest known influence on human–machine systems. Additionally, although this framework guides the user
on what should be measured when assessing
safety and performance in human–machine systems, it does not offer advice specific to the
type of method of measurement for each factor
presented. For example, this framework does
not show when factors should be measured or
how they should be measured. It merely shows
what should be measured, why such factors are
important, and how they relate to each other.
Next steps should include not only the quantification of these factors through measurement
but an overall verification of the framework
itself. Specifically, the quantification of this
framework via meta-analysis and other empirical methods will fine-tune the framework still
more while also allowing researchers to more
accurately utilize it as a guide. Additional work
in this area includes the creation of a tool kit that
compiles all of the information considered here
such that designers and programmers can easily
access metrics and measurement techniques that
are most appropriate for assessing the safety and
performance of their specific systems. Our literature analysis that informed the development
of this framework creates a first step in doing
this by compiling the relevant literature (Oglesby
et al., 2017), but more work is currently in progress to create such a tool kit. Finally, the application of this framework to specific contexts
should be explored. Although we have designed
the framework to be broad and far-reaching,
determining how it can be best utilized and followed in certain contexts (e.g., spaceflight) and
tasks (e.g., robotic operation vs. monitoring
tasks) will make it still more usable to specific
situations.
With these next steps in mind, we expect that
this framework can be very useful to the design
and assessment of human–machine systems. By
considering the multitude and complexity of
variables informing safety and performance outcomes, it becomes possible not only to assess
outcomes but to prevent failures through the use
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of countermeasures in the design and implementation of machines.
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Key Points
•• The first step to accurate measurement of human–
machine systems is deciding what to measure and
how such factors relate to each other.
•• In order to accurately measure and predict performance and safety in human–machine systems,
factors that affect these two outcomes must be
considered.
•• Inputs from the human, machine, and environment
interact to result in several attitudes, behaviors,
and cognitive variables, which ultimately shape
performance in human–machine systems.
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